Elastic unitarity is used to connect the pion electromagnetio form factor to the TTTT Veneaiano amplitude, A model for the form factor exhibiting thi3 connection is obtained. It is in fair agreement with experiment.
In this paper we adopt a different approach and attempt to connect the three-point function direct to the Veneaiano amplitude by imposing elastic unitarity. For consistency the Veneziano amplitude must itself be subjected to elastic unitarity. Since for the form factor only one channel exists, the single-channel
unitarized Veneziano form ' '* 'is adequate for this purpose. The resulting expression for the form factor is then expected to give better agreement with experiment for s > 0 .
How the elastic unitarity condition on a meson form factor F(s) is of the general form
where s 0 is the elastic energy threshold, T(s,t) the elastic -2-scattering amplitude for the mesons involved, g(s,t) a kinematical factor and the integration is over the angular variation of the twopartiole intermediate state in the centre-of-mass system. The unitarity condition (l.l) has "been made use of to connect form factors 9) and strong interaction amplitudes in several approaches ' such as dispersion relations, K/D method and effective range formulae.
In this paper we shall follow the approach of Ref.10 in which it is proposed that the unitarity eq_.(l,l) "be satisfied by the equation The final formula that we obtain for the pion electromagnetic form factor F_(s) contains a single arbitrary parameter which we fix using one experimental value of | F^fs) j . The resulting agreement with experiment is good for s > 0 and fair for s < 0 .
II. THE MODEL
As we mentioned in the introduction, the general formalism we use is that of Ref. One may then define a reduced current , carrying the same set of internal (2.1)
where, in eq,(2.l), the sum is over all the possible two-particle states r and P r (s) is a phase space factor so chosen that ^(s is free from the two-particle cut in J. As we have remarked in connection with the scalar case, the poles in s of the integral G over K are accompanied "by similar poles in C, so that the resonances in T (note from eq,(2.12) it is now the p-wave component which is picked) and J correspond to each other. Prom 6^.(2,15) these poles are clearly those of (l-oQ occurring at all the positive integers in <X * numerical calculation shows that the integral over the remaining factor on the right-hand side of (2,15) does not vanish at any of these poles lying in the energy interval considered here.
Since we are dealing here with a low-energy model we may take for <V the simplest form consistent with these considerationss
where A is a constant. In writing this form for C ^ we are disregarding the asymptotic "behaviour of the form factor whioh we hope to investigate in some later work. The form (2,16) is, of course, free of the two-particle cut as is required "by the original equation
The form factor F^s) obtained from (2,12) on using (2,15) and (2.16) must therefore satisfy elastic unitarity.
It now remains to fix the phase space factor ^(s) in eq.. . In order to remove the spurious singularity at s « 0 an additional factor which does not destroy elastio unitarity is required.
Since such an additional faotor will change the real part of the denominator in eq.(2.l8) t it must vanish at the resonance positions if these are to remain at the positive integer values of (X with the oorrect physical masses. However, since in the energy range for which this model is proposed the only resonance occurring is the p-roeson, it is enough to impose this last requirement only at the p-mass. We shall take for ^(s) the following function: satisfies the elaatio unitarity condition, removes the spurious singularity (of p^s)) at s = 0 and ensures that the p-resonance has the correct mass and spin, Eq.#(2.l8) for F-^s) then "becomes For s < 0 a marked improvement over the simple p-pole dominance is obtained* For s ^ -.4 (OeV) ,however, this model seems to have a minimum beyond which it should not be expected to give reliable results.
Our conclusion is therefore that elastic unitarity effects on the pion electromagnetic form faotor are well described by a Veneaiano formula for the rr-rr strong interaction K-matrix, 
